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Bob Herold’s XK-140 languishing on the lift. 



AT LAST, LUXURY 

COMES ALIVE. 
 

At Jaguar, we know that the car is the closest thing we can create to 

something that is alive.  That passion for performance meets luxury in 

the 385 HP Jaguar XK Convertible. Set one loose and you'll feel it im-

mediately. The top is down. The wind is crisp. The future is bright. 

Visit Plaza Jaguar St. Louis. We would love 

to make luxury come alive  for  you. 
 

 

 
 

EXPERIENCE JAGUAR TODAY. 

 
Plaza Jaguar St. Louis 
 

 
 

11830 Olive Blvd 

Creve Coeur, Mo.  63141 

314-301-1700 

www.plazajaguarstlouis.com 

HOW ALIVE ARE YOU? 
©2012 JAGUAR LAND  ROVER NORTH AMERICA, LLC Plaza Jaguar St. Louis is a proud sponsor of the JAGSL Concours d’Elegance 
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Just Say’n  
with Bob Herold 

 It’s raining, it’s Super Bowl Sunday (yawn) and January is 

a slow news month, so I might as well get this off to the Editor.  

The month started with the Annual Dinner and Awards evening 

which was covered in the last Growl.  We were talking with Rick as 

we were leaving and the conversation got around to how long we 

had been holding this event at the Deer Creek Club.  I guessed 

about eight years, and Rick said “More than that,” but wasn’t sure 

of the number.  Monday morning Gary, our Historian, brought in a 

copy of an early 2000 edition of the GROWL.  It stated that the just 

held event was the third one, so that means we started in 1998.  

That’s very close to 18 years….WOW!  

 The following week Jeri and I went to Arizona for the an-

nual auction series, as did Jim and Lisa Hendrix.  The values of 

Jaguars keeps going up.  A very nice early ’61 XKE OTS (with 

factory hardtop) went for $440,000 at RM.  Two years ago you 

could have bought that car for half that number, or less.  Can you 

say “bubble”?   I hope not.   All of the other series and years saw 

their prices rise with the tide. 

 Last week we had the first “Coffee, Coffee & Cars” at the 

garage.  It was fairly well attended but of course the coffee and 

donuts were free.   We will try another “Coffee, Coffee & Cars” on 

Saturday, February 28th.  Same set-up as last time; no rsvp, no pro-

gram, no schedule, no restrictions on cars or people...and free cof-

fee.  

 As I said, it’s a slow news month, so I figured I would give 

a plug for the Pebble Beach Concours d’ Elegance.  Everyone 

should try to attend it at least once.  The accompanying picture is an 

example of things that you don’t normally see.  Where else can you 

see anything as fine 

as that, a ’35 Talbot 

Lago, Teardrop, in 

the silver blue over 

red color combina-

tion???  

 

 

 Don’t for-

get: “Coffee, Cof-

fee & Cars” at Just 

Jags, 7113 N. Han-

ley Road, St. Louis 

63042 on Saturday, 

February 28th at 

8:30 AM. 
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“Hidden Gem Parks”   
and the new  

Missouri Civil War Museum 
JAGSL Rallye - Saturday, March 14th 

 

Hosts:   

Phil and Lupe Taxman (314) 761-5913  

Jim and Lisa Hendrix (314) 406-2481 

 
 Can you imagine a short driving event from Phil and Jim?  Yes…this is 

the year, but with some unique twists and unexpected gems along the way! 

  

 Usually we drive a long distance in 

the snow but this year it is many less miles 

(only about 40) staying close to the south St. 

Louis area.  Our short rallye will take you to 

and through: Mastodon State Park, Bee Tree 

Park, Cliff Cave Park, Jefferson Barracks 

National Cemetery and end at the newly 

opened Missouri Civil War Museum. 

 

 Lunch will be served at the Stacked 

Burger Bar in historic Carondelet.  We have a 

private room and will order from a diverse 

menu with salads and more.  It’s sure to be a 

fun experience! 

 
 We will meet at 9:00 AM at the St. 

Louis Bread Company at Hwy 21/Tesson 

Ferry Road and Kennerly Road, two blocks 

west of the Tesson Ferry Exit off Highway 

270 behind the Walgreens.  Instructions will 

be given out and cars are scheduled to depart 

by 9:30 a.m.  There is no cost for the rallye.  We have negotiated a $5.00 per 

person group rate at the Missouri Civil War Museum. 

 

Approximate Time Schedule 

 

 9:30 AM - depart from the St. Louis Bread Company 

 11:00 AM - arrive at Missouri Civil War Museum, 222 Worth Road, 63125   

 12:15 PM - depart museum 

 12:30 AM - arrive the Stacked Burger Bar,7637 Ivory Avenue  (314) 544-

4900 

 

 

RSVP: 

 

Call Jim @ (636) 227-2565 or email: jhendrix@curtispack.com 

Call Phil @ (314) 727-9179 or  email: ssjagman@aol.com   
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4 March 2015  

The Missouri Civil War Museum above a 
burger available at the Stacked Burger Bar in 

Carondelet. 

mailto:jhendrix@curtispack.com
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T he first “Coffee, Coffee & Cars” was held on Saturday, January 24 

at Just Jags  in Hazelwood hosted by our club’s president, Bob Herold.  

A good group gathered in shortly after 8:30 and fueled up on coffee and a 

delightful selection of donuts.  The talk was typically Jaguar and the sur-

rounding, pristine examples made for great conversation.  The presence 

of one Morgan was noted, along with a Corvette and a Mercedes in the 

parking lot and we are happy to report that no altercations were realized. 

 

Bob took the opportunity to present John Testrake with a poster in 

thankful appreciation to the many years he served as editor of The Jag-

uar’s Growl.  John remarked on JAGSL’s Facebook group page, “If I had 

known this would happen, I'd have quit editing The Growl a long time 

ago!”  The poster already occupies prominent wall space in John’s new 

garage and those attending the judging training in April will be able to 

check it out. 

 

We’ll meet again at Just Jags on Saturday, February 28th.  Arrive around 

8:30 (or shortly thereafter) and stay until it suits you. 

(Picture credits: Ray Unger) 



I  t was an outstanding 

turnout of more than 

fifty visitors Saturday, Feb-

ruary 7th at the Overstreet 

House of Cars, when 

JAGSL members and 

members of the Ohio State 

University Alumni club 

were invited to visit the 

facility which houses the 

collection of Wally 

Overstreet.   

 

 Wally started the group 

off with an overview of their busi-

ness and history of his involve-

ment in automobile collecting.  

And since the cars are also for 

sale, he gave us a good idea of the 

flow of cars into and out of the 

business.  We were then invited to 

tour the buildings at will.  Close 

to one hundred cars, virtually all 

in pristine restored condition, were available for us to inspect.  Hosts were Tom Loew 

& Charlotte Bukowski and Terry & Jeanne Carmack. 

             

 The entire facility, where Wally and his staff restore and prep many of the cars, 

is in excellent condition with sparkling floors and well-decorated walls and offices.  The 

building also houses a replica 50's diner in addition to the cars.  The entry showroom had an early flat-floor XKE that is just fabulous 

along with a Ferrari and other exciting autos. 

             

 After the tour, we all headed to Schneithorst's Restaurant, scene of many JAGSL meetings of years past, for lunch.  The 

restaurant had reserved an area where we could all be together including the OSU folks. —TERRY CARMACK 

 

(Picture credits: Jim Hendrix, Mark Morgan, Gary Sudin and Ray Unger) 

6 March 2015  
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Overstreet 
House of 

Cars 
 

February 7 
2015 



JAG 
cetera 

W elcome to our new members:  

  Mark & Chesta Ameel, Ken & Megan Fasl and Ray Rowe 

8 March 2015  

B en & June Hilliker’s 1956 Jag-

uar XK-140 MC was “on-show” as 

part of the Horseless Carriage Club of 

Missouri’s display at the recent St. 

Louis Auto Show held at the Dome 

from January 22-25.  The theme for the 

display was “sporty cars” in red and 

white.  The other cars featured in the 

display were a 1922 Mercer Series 5 

Runabout, a 1954 Cadillac Eldorado 

convertible, a 1955 Packard Caribbean, 

a 1957 Imperial hardtop and  a 1951 

Hudson convertible. 

P hoenix is the place to be in January!  Our own 

Bob & Jeri Herold and Jim &  Lisa Hendrix made 

the trip for a round of auctions and sent this picture 

along to prove that Brock McPherson (far left), 

President of the Great Plains Jaguar Club is still kick-

ing...at least by the looks of that sandwich.  Report-

edly, Jaguar prices were up at all the auctions with E-

types breaking records.  Jim reported that a 1961, 

outside latch, flat floor E-type OTS with a hardtop 

sold for $330,000. 

U p for sale is Art & Linda Buechler’s 

XK-8 Coupe with @ 27,000 miles.  Fin-

ished in Platinum with an Oatmeal interior, 

the car was purchased in 2011 from a well 

known collector.  It comes with a Factory 

Sport package and staggered Continental 

DW’s.  It includes an Alpine audio option 

with CD changer and navigation.  Always 

garaged, this Jag is a consistent first in 

class with very high JCNA scores.  Priced 

at $10,900.00 OBO.  Contact Art at:  

troyjags@sbcglobal.net or (618) 667-2574. 
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C ars and Coffee have announced their 2015 schedule.  It hap-

pens on Saturdays from 8:30 until around 10:30 AM at the West-

port Plaza South Lot between Starbuck’s and McDonald’s near the 

intersection of Page Boulevard and I-270.  The dates are: April 18, 

May 16, June 20, July 18, August 15, September 19 and October 

17.  If you haven’t attended one of these informal gatherings, last 

year saw upwards of 300 cars of all different makes and models 

attending.  It’s a relatively low-key affair as the following excerpt 

conveys: 

 

“Many of us have busy Saturdays….the family, house and errands. 

BUT then, there ARE our cars…and the need to get out, spend some 

time with others over just coffee and chat. CARS & COFFEE is just 

that. Everyone gathering early Saturdays, at a central location and 

just enjoy cars.… a good reason to get out, have coffee and drive 

when traffic is a LOT less. It starts early, and ends early so every-

one back home is happy that you are not off "killing" the whole day. 

Stay for the whole time, or leave when you must. BUT THE IM-

PORTANT THING IS: our cars are out…we are driving and seeing 

& talking cars for a few civilized moments of the week with others 

of like mind. Your neighbors would not understand. CARS: open to 

all makes & marques, ALL eras and it's not a show or a concourse. 

It's just that: Cars & Coffee.”  

J aguar Heritage has opened a brand new workshop facility at 

Browns Lane, Coventry, the company's original production base.  

The workshop – the same facility in which the six new Lightweight 

E-type period competition cars will be built – will offer warrantied 

servicing and restoration of all Jaguars up to the XK8.   

 All servicing and restoration work completed within the 

Browns Lane facility – which will also be used for the restoration 

of Jaguar's own heritage vehicles – will be fully warrantied. Cus-

tomers will be able to visit while work is in progress on their vehi-

cles and, upon completion, they can obtain a photographic record of 

the work carried out and a Jaguar "approved service" logbook.   

 Martyn Hollingsworth, the head of the workshop and a 

third-generation Jaguar employee, said: "The recreation of the 

new Lightweight E-type period competition cars has demonstrated 

the unique skillset within the Jaguar Heritage team, and I'm de-

lighted the opening of our Browns Lane workshop means we're 

now able to make those same skills available to the benefit of our 

global customers."   

 The Jaguar Heritage workshop can collect and deliver 

vehicles for service or restoration from any location in the UK or, 

in the case of overseas customers, any UK airport or port.  

—JOHN TESTRAKE   
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C oncours d’Elegance 

Judge’s Training is sched-

uled for Saturday, April 

18th from 11:00 AM until 

2:00 PM at John 

Testrake’s recently com-

pleted garage.  More to 

come in next month’s 

issue.  

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/motoring/news/11030715/Jaguar-shows-off-new-lightweight-E-Type.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/motoring/news/11030715/Jaguar-shows-off-new-lightweight-E-Type.html
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G eorge Arthur, my friend and member of the Jaguar 

Club of Minnesota, was thoroughly pleased when I acquired my E-

Type last year.  George is also the gentleman who first introduced 

me to E-Types (specifically to his ’67 FHC, up-close-and-personal-

like) twenty-five years ago.  He was pleased because my delight 

was likely contagious, but also because he predicted that JAGSL 

would acquire a new member.  He had been lamenting that the Jag 

club to which he belongs had discussed the condition of—his phras-

ing, not mine—“being a bunch of old coots.”  We chatted about the 

future of the hobby (the cars, the clubs, the passion, the pleasure), a 

concern shared by our own President who, in the last issue of The 

Growl, reminded us of the necessity of “new blood” for organiza-

tions’ continued good health.  So I reflected about how new Jag 

enthusiasts are enticed to join, are made to feel welcome, and be-

come involved in what really is an already-established community 

of friends and acquaintances.  I joined, felt welcome, and am begin-

ning to be involved—so how did that work?  (And as I answer that 

question, perhaps you’ll allow me the opportunity to offer public 

thanks.) 

 Months be-

fore I acquired my 

Jaguar, I phoned 

LeStable, which I had 

passed (literally) hun-

dreds of times (on my 

way to work) without 

giving that establish-

ment too much 

thought.  Still, as I 

began an actual pursuit 

of an E-Type, I re-

membered the word 

“Jaguar” prominently 

displayed there.  Here I was, seeking advice, knowledge, and assis-

tance, but having no Jaguar, and, frankly, no actual business with 

this business.  Nevertheless, I was told to “drop by at any time,” 

and that I was welcome.  As I got to know Bonjour and Andre 

Stunson, I began to believe them (that I was, indeed, welcome).  

They spent, after all, ample time pouring over photographs and 

descriptions of available E-Types with me.  They also shared their 

Jaguar stories, mentioning the fun they’ve had with JAGSL not a 

few times.  To be clear, this was far more than just “good business 

practice” in the hopes of a potential, future customer.  On the con-

trary, this was expressing understanding.  This was sharing a pas-

sion.  This was like George Arthur, twenty-five years ago, showing 

me his newly-acquired E-Type.  Who did I first call after purchas-

ing my Jag?  Yep—Bonjour and Andre.  (To share the news, sure, 

but, okay, okay I was also bloody glad that Andre answered, so I 

could also ask, rather embarrassingly, what the heck the trick might 

be to get the car into reverse!?)   

Bonjour and Andre’s was a masterful recruiting strategy: 

kindness and generosity, sincerity and passion.   

 It was Bonjour and Andre who suggested that I enter my 

Jag into the Concours d’Elegance.  Seriously?  Have folks judge my 

newly-acquired joy?  Like, formally?  What possible fun could that 

be?  Here I need to admit something about myself: logistics make 

me paranoid.  I worry about how to get to places I don’t know by 

certain times and what the conditions will be when I get there.  I 

hate logistics.  Add the fact that I would have my E-Type with me, 

increasing my apprehension dramatically, and I assumed that what-

ever potential fun there would be would cease before it could get 

started.  No, I thought, the Concours is not for me, for several rea-

sons.  About that I was definitive.   

Then I started a correspondence with Lisa Hendrix, coordi-

nator of the Concours. She laid out the entire process: here’s how 

it’s going to be; here’s how it’s going to go; here’s what it looks 

like; here’s the way that it is.  Beginning to end, top to bottom, cen-

ter stage to periphery. No logistical stone was left unturned.  Lisa 

made it so that I couldn’t worry about anything (that is no small 

feat).  Well, nothing except what I would do with myself and the 

Jag for those couple of “dead” hours between the Concours and the 

dinner.  Maybe I’d just skip the dinner.  But Lisa had that covered 

too: Heather (my wife) and I would join Lisa and Jim at their place, 

to change, to freshen up, to merry-make.  Understand that I had 

never actually met them, yet they still issued this lovely, warm in-

vite.  In my mind, the only thing stranger than being invited to a 

stranger’s house is accepting the invitation.  But I found myself 

doing so.  Lisa made it seem like the most natural thing in the 

world.  Having astutely identified my uncertainty and its origin 

(logistical paranoia), 

Lisa additionally sug-

gested that I could just 

follow her home from 

the Kemp (note that 

it’s easy not to lose 

one’s leader, when 

she’s in a stunning XK 

150S … and, oh, what 

a view that was, over 

the endless bonnet of 

an E-Type).  Lisa and 

Jim not only made us 

feel at home, we were 

at home (theirs).  And 

the Concours?  Awesome.  Not really an anxiety-inducing judging 

arena, but rather a space where a group of passionate Jag enthusi-

asts pour over beautiful automobiles and exchange stories about 

them, an opportunity to share and “do more with” these objects that 

we adore.  (What fun, I asked, could the Concours possibly be?  As 

it happens, quite a lot.) 

Lisa and Jim’s was an unparalleled welcoming strategy: 

thoughtfulness and attentiveness, understanding and warm-

heartedness. 

Still, as the genuinely enjoyable couple o’ hours at the 

Hendrix household came to a close, paranoia once again kicked in: 

what to do with the Jag at Bishop’s Post … in the parking lot … 

unattended?  Will others have their show cars so mine will blend 

in?  (Not generally.)  Yet again, no worries (you’d think I would 

have picked up on that theme by then): Ben Hendrix and Ken 

McDade didn’t merely sympathize.  Rather, they veritably empa-

thized with me.  They had already hatched a plan to box my Jaguar 

in with their cars—nobody would door-ding that E-Type if they had 

any say.  (Thanks, here, too, to Bob Herold, who hid my little old 

coupe behind his majestic modern sedan when Ben had to leave 

temporarily.)  Now here is a group of individuals who get it.  Here 

are kindred spirits.   

To be certain, Bob and George are right, that we need to 

consciously fuel our hobby and club; we need to direct some ener-

gies to that task.  At the same time, let us recognize cordially the 

perhaps unacknowledged “work” that current members are already 

doing for new—and future—members of JAGSL.   

“How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Concours” 

(Matthew and Heather Johnson own a 1970 E-Type FHC and are "new blood," 
having been members of JAGSL since July 2014.) 
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Receive Your Growl Online 

Sharper Pictures and Full Color 
 

Navigating to the online version of the Growl is sim-
ple.  Just go to www.jcna.com, click on “Clubs List”, 

scroll down to “The Jaguar Association of Greater St. 
Louis”, click on the newsletter at the lower right hand 

side.  You need Adobe Reader (free).  
For a color hardcopy, just print it out. 

 

Why not go completely digital?   
You can “opt out” of the mailed copy of the growl.  Just 

email the editor at growl@jagsl.org and you’ll receive an 
email every month with the PDF file attached.  

No extra charge! 

 
The best version of the Growl and the 

convenience of email 



 
Application for JAGSL Membership 

If you are renewing or are interested in joining, this is your chance to become a regular member of the JAGSL.  Simply fill out and return the mem-
bership application printed below and get involved in JAGSL.  We look forward to your support and participation.  
 

Name________________________________________________________ Spouse__________________________ 

Street Address__________________________________________________________________________________ 

City____________________________________________  State________________________  Zip Code_________ 

Phone (Home)_________________ (Work)_________________ E-Mail____________________________________ 

Jaguars owned _________________________________________________________________________________ 

  _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What types of events are you interested in: (Check all that apply) 
 
_____Rallies - JCNA sanctioned/other _____Concours - St. Louis/JCNA _____Other Local Car Shows 
_____JAGSL Meetings   _____Social Events   _____Slaloms 
_____Tech Sessions   _____Race & Car Events as a group  
_____Other:___________________________ 
 
Referred by JAGSL Member : _____________________________________________________________ 
Note: Membership carries 1 vote.  A one calendar year membership is $63.  After July 1st,  partial calendar year membership is $32. Please add $5 
for spouse vote.  We also have a Young Enthusiast’s Membership for anyone under the age of 25.  Those dues are $23 for a one calendar year 
membership and $11 after June 1st.   Make checks payable to JAGSL and send to :  
    

  Diana Schlueter, Secretary of Membership, 840 Rambling Pine Dr., St. Charles, MO  63303 

 
JAGSL NAME TAG ORDER FORM 
 

If you would like to purchase a JAGSL name tag, please complete this order form and mail it with a check, made payable to 
Gary Schlueter, for $10.00 for each tag to the same address as the membership application:   

Gary Schlueter, 840 Rambling Pine Drive, St. Charles, MO 63303.  You can contact Gary at (314) 606-0025.  
        

First tag.  Clearly print your name as it will appear on your name tag.                                 Clasp:  Pin            Magnetic                                                                                                                                      
 
 
Second tag.  Clearly print your name as it will appear on your name tag.                               Clasp:  Pin          Magnetic 
 

 
 
Total Enclosed: $10 x # of tags = $        
                  

“Triumphs and MGs out on their Polar Bear Run today (February 8). I caught up with them on Route 66 

near my place and went along as far as Washington, MO. Had to represent the Jag club! They went on to 

New Haven for lunch. Great day for it. Temps in the 60s—not very polar bearish.” —JOHN TESTRAKE  

 14 March 2015  
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E veryone has been quite encouraging about the January/February 2015 edi-

tion of The Jaguar’s Growl (including Peter Crespin, editor of the Jaguar Journal, 

JCNA’s national publication). My initial approach to the newsletter was to leave 

things pretty much the way they were and to introduce some gradual changes.  But I 

quickly found my way around in Microsoft Publisher and noted its similarities to 

Adobe Pagemaker (which I first had learned on a Mac in the early nineties).  And I 

ended up having a week where I could spend some time on it and, well,  the “kitchen 

remodel” got out of hand. 

 John Testrake, sensing that I was overwhelmed in the middle 

of that week, counseled, “The first issue will be the hardest.”  Point 

taken, especially coming from someone who would know.  It’s true, this 

second issue has been easier.  Thanks to all who have contributed pic-

tures and  information, especially for JAGcetera. 

 With that in mind, Matthew Johnson, estimable English pro-

fessor at SIUE and owner of a 1970 E-type FHC and contributor to The 

Jaguar’s Growl (see page 10 of this issue), has agreed to engage in a 

collaborative effort.  Professor Doctor Johnson should really be the edi-

tor (another point duly noted).  I don’t have much experience in manag-

ing a “staff” but I do believe you should find the best possible people in 

the field of endeavor and let them do their thing.  If Matthew’s article is 

indicative of his capabilities (and I believe it is) then the content and 

design of this newsletter will continue to improve. 

 On another note, those of you who are on Facebook may want 

to note that JAGSL has a page and a group.  Both are “open” to the public, meaning 

anyone can see them and comment.  The group page has seen some healthy contribu-

tions from John Testrake, Marsh Riegert, the Schlueters, the Buechlers, Ken 

McDade and Chuck Renner.  Just do a Facebook search for JAGSL and both the 

page and the group should come up.  We also just established a Twitter account, 

JAGSL@StLouisJAGSL, if you’re a fan of twittering. 

 Bob Herold has mentioned the idea of an overnight trip, a Saturday/Sunday 

combo.  Several destinations have been suggested, Springfield, Illinois and New Har-

mony, Indiana among them.  But John Testrake recently came upon a private collec-

tion of 500 cars in Lebanon, Missouri, which is opening up to the public.  It might be 

the best choice of the three even though it’s about 175 miles down “Route 66”.  Gary 

Sudin also mentioned that he could get us a backstage tour at the MUNY, something 

which might be interesting to do when summer rolls around. 

 Anyway, please don’t hesitate when it comes to feedback, particularly about 

the newsletter.  You can reach me at: allanthegrowl@gmail.com   
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